
Andrew: This session is about how to work a room. You know how you go to 
events, they're full of strangers and it's kind of hard to start a conversation with 
them, figure out what to say and how to make a good impression on them? Well, 
that's what this session is about. Today, we're going to talk about how to do that 
with Susan RoAne. She's the author of "How to Work a Room."

Let me bring that book up on the screen. I read this so many years ago and loved it. 
There it is. "How to Work a Room: The Ultimate Guide to Making Lasting 
Connections In-Person and Online," I read it years ago. It's being re-released in its 
silver anniversary edition. I recommend you grab it. She's also an in-demand 
speaker who speaks to large companies, universities and groups where people 
really want to learn how to engage, converse and build their networks. Thank you 
so much for doing this.

Susan: It is my pleasure. Thank you for having me.

Andrew: So, we got this big agenda here. We're going to talk about how to start a 
conversation, how to exit gracefully and everything in-between. But here's my 
concern. The audience is going to look at you and say "She's probably a natural." 
But you're not. You've had mistakes before.

In fact, there was one organization, whose name we're not going mention here. Tell 
me about them. What happened there?

Susan: It's just, because I want to say it so badly. I went to an event in San 
Francisco, where I'm located. And it was for a charity, it was at a very hotsy-totsy 
department store.

I went to the event and literally nobody talked to me. I went up to people and it was 
the wannabe A-list people. And they didn't know who I was. Because I wasn't of 
their breeding. And nobody talked to me.

Finally, at the [??] break, I went over to one gentleman, who I found out, actually 
also went to the University of Illinois and we chatted a bit. And he was there 
because his wife, who didn't talk to me, was one of the people involved. And I was 
thinking "My book had already made number one on Book of the Month Club," but 
they didn't recognize me.

And I literally was ignored, rebuffed. I'm 4'11", I swear, I felt like I was 4'2" by that 
evening. But then, I happened to, at the coffee hour, sit with two women who were 
older women, very congenial. And they happened to ask me what I did and was the 
week I learned "How to Work a Room" had been number one on Book of the Month 
Club's list.



And for the first time, I was able to say "Oh. I'm an author." And it made me smile. 
And they asked me what the book was about and they would look at me like 
nobody was else to talking to me but them. And I said "It's a little uncomfortable 
here."

And those two nice women made me realize that it was the group and not me. 
Along with my mingling skills. But it was so uncomfortable. I kept on saying "Why 
did I write on page 246. That would have helped me."

Sometimes, it's other people that make us feel very little.

Andrew: You know, I had many situations like that years ago. Where it wasn't other 
people, it was me. In fact, I remember this one time, I went all the way from Queens, 
where my office was, to Manhattan where this networking event was. I spent an 
hour getting there, I paid my $45.

I said, "I'm now running a successful company. I should get to meet people." And I 
remember standing there and the whole time, I was miserable, I was out of place. I 
didn't know what to say. I said "They all know each other and they're talking to each 
other." No one's going to talk to me and no one did. And then, I went home 
miserable and saying "I'm never going to go out again."

It wasn't until years later that I realized "Of course they don't know me. I went there 
to meet a bunch of strangers. I need to learn how to get to know people like that." 
And I used what we're going to talk about today and I've gotten much better. Today, 
I can walk into a place and people feel like I'm the host of the party because I'm so 
gregarious and I'm so social.

Susan: Well, can I just play off of what you just said?

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: Because you just said the magic word. They think you're the host. Please, 
I'm saying this to everyone watching. Every time you go to an event, and I learned 
this from Dr. Adele Scheele who wrote "Skills for Success." She wrote this in 
"SUCCESS Magazine" in the 1980's.

"Act like you're the host. What do hosts do? They make you feel welcome. They 
extend themselves. They make conversation with you. They introduce you to other 
people." That's for free that we could all do.

We could all say, "Oh, have you met?" "Well, I haven't met you yet, but you have 
met?" You become, one of the chapters I wrote in "Secrets of Savvy Networking," 
"Yenta the Networker." That's what you do. You extend yourself. What you just said, 



I want to underscore that. You can be the host everywhere you go, because all 
you're doing - and this is how we can switch our attitude - is you think of what you 
can do to make people comfortable with you instead of vice versa.

Andrew: You know what? Let's jump right into that. That was going to be the middle 
section of our conversation. I was going to talk about it. But, this is a good time to 
talk about it now.

Don't act like that guest. Or, move from the guest behavior and the guest mindset to 
host behavior and mindset. For me, what that means is, like you said, I'm 
introducing people to each other. I will even say have you had a drink, and walk 
someone over and help them get a drink, and...

Susan: [??]

Andrew: ...just greet them. Walk over when they're not talking to anyone and say 
good to see you here, did you see the beers or the wine or whatever there.

But, here's the thing. I can do that now because I practice it and it's comfortable. I 
think the person listening to us is going to say wait, who am I to walk up to a room 
full of strangers and talk to them one at a time like it's my house, like it's my event. 
That feels uncomfortable. Then, what do I say?

Susan: Now, the truth is it is uncomfortable for 90 percent of us. According to 
research on shyness, 90 percent of us feel uncomfortable in a group setting, 
especially strangers.

So, what I want everyone to remember is that you may be uncomfortable, and you 
haven't heard this, and now you've heard it, they haven't, so you have a leg up. If 
you will be thoughtful of the people that you see standing alone and realize they 
are more uncomfortable than you are, they're probably one of the 90 percent, and if 
I use the language of business, it's strategic, you can leverage all that.

But, how about it's a very kind thing to do what you just said you did - is go over to 
someone standing alone and saying oh I'm glad you could have been here, have 
you seen where the beer is, did you see those chocolate desserts. It's a little bit of 
small talk, but if you extend yourself to that person that's alone and it...

Here's the other thing. You said well who am I to say this. Well, how about who are 
you not to say hello? Let's do the reverse on that. You're smart. You have 
information. You have a network of people you could share. Plus, you spent all that 
time from Queens to New York. I drove into the city over the Golden Gate Bridge, 
and I had to pay a toll for that to be treated so awfully. But, we all have something. 
That's, I think, what you miss.



Andrew: Give me an example of this. In fact, in your book you talk about a time 
where you went to the Northern California National Speakers Association. You saw 
a woman who looked nice and uncomfortable standing alone. What did you do with 
her?

Susan: What I did is I went up to her. She was standing alone. I didn't know her at 
all. I just said oh is this your first time. She said well yes. She was really very shy. I 
just started to talk to her. I wasn't on the greeting committee, but how do you see 
someone standing alone looking uncomfortable and not go over to them? So, I just 
went over and chatted.

We found out we had a couple of things in common. She's a talented singer and I'm 
not, so that's not what... But, I'd like you to know that I did not know that that woman 
was the daughter of the founder of the National Speakers Association. The most 
important thing is it's 25 years later. We are still really good friends. We've opened 
doors for each other. We have connected. We have supported each other through 
life's experiences and professional experiences.

If you look at the person and say well they don't look like they're dressed for 
success... I remember I went to an event and I was being a little bit of a snob. I said 
to one of the gentlemen who invited me to a partners retreat from a big firm... 
Everyone was wearing the same blue blazer. I don't know. They must have had a 
bargain or something.

One guy was just wearing a blue sweater. I said oh look at him, he's wearing a 
sweater. The managing partner said to me Susan, don't be a snob. He can buy and 
sell everyone in the room. He's not our client. We'd like him to be. He said 
something I hope I say over and over in my books. He doesn't have to dress for 
success; he already is one. So, while we all want to look good, remember the 
person that might be a little under dressed, give them a chance. You don't know.

Andrew: Especially in the tech industry. You should see. Dave McClure walks 
around, I think, in sandals, jeans, and a tee shirt that's tucked into his jeans and 
belted up.

Susan: [??]

Andrew: One of the most successful people in the business. Tell me this. We now 
have the big idea here. Act like a host, not like a guest. Give me a few specific 
tactics that we can use. What are a few things that we can say as 'hosts' at these 
events?

Susan: Well, when we go up to someone very often they'll be wearing a name tag. 



When you get a name tag put it on the right-hand side, that's the link of sight with 
your handshake. So, it will be easier to catch a peek at your name if you r name tag 
is on the right hand side. Catch a peek. What do they say about themselves? 
What's their first name? Where do they work? Is it their own business? You start 
with small talk so, the first thing, "Oh I see that you're from wherever." If you notice 
something, if they're wearing a pin that indicates that they're in some club or 
something, I don't mean that...

Andrew: So, what you're saying is as the host, your job is to go and meet people 
and hosts would welcome guests and that's what you mean by mindset. I'm even 
looking for more specifics, like can I say to someone who walks, or someone who I 
just see standing around, "Hey would you like a drink, I see that they have 
interesting drinks there? " Or can I say, "Can I introduce you to a friend of mine, it's 
good to have you here. Is this your first time at our event?" That kind of thing is what 
you're talking about. These are specifics, how about one more specific to someone 
who is in a room full of strangers, wants to play host?

Susan: Okay. What you do is if there's food in that room, what you could say, "Gee, 
have you tried the Brie whatever?" Recommend something that's in that room, walk 
them over to that table that has the dessert. And I'm going to tell you why you start 
with food. Food is something we have in common. Start with what everyone already 
knows something about. Food is a great conversation piece. And then it's not really 
small talk. It's something you're inviting them to participate doing. And you can 
recommend and that is, I want to know that something is good. If you tell me it's 
good, I'm going to try it.

Andrew: Alright and we're going to get to small talk in a bit. Let me just close this 
part of our conversation out with one last thing. In your book you also say, you don't 
just have to play host, you can also be host. A lot of organizations, especially meet-
ups and organizations that have ongoing meetings, like to have volunteers. When 
you're a volunteer, it's your job to meet people. They will have you standing at the 
door so you can meet people. They will just have you as one of the hosts and 
encourage you to greet people. It's your job it becomes easier. Conferences also, 
they will have volunteers be there and it becomes your job, much easier to do it.

Susan: Sign up [??]

Andrew: On to the next. Let me see if I can get this right. There, I did get it right. 
We're going to go on to that first section which is don't listen to your mother. Those 
are my words based, I think, on your book. I'm paraphrasing. What do you mean by 
that though in your book where you tell me don't listen to my mother?

Susan: Okay. What every mother and father says, and it's good advice, "Don't talk to 
strangers." That's great advice when we're five, it's great advice even when we're 



15. When we're a little older than that, and we're walking into a meet-up, we're 
walking into a tweet-up, we're going to a conference, we're going into a party, we're 
going into a client's event, that is lousy advice.

So, you have to look at the room differently. It's not you're walking into a room full of 
strangers, so I want to give the remedy. Every time that you know that you're going 
to an event, in your brain redefine the term stranger. Who's going to be in that 
room? Is it someone that works for the client? Is this going to be a group of your 
colleagues? Is it going to be an organization that you want to join and you're 
considering joining. If you redefine stranger, think of what do I have in common with 
the people in that room, you'll feel that they're already not strangers. And that's what 
our goal is. Redefine a stranger.

I never go anywhere with women, business whatever, we can't have a conversation 
for hours and it's always about our hair and the weather. And we never finish, it's an 
ongoing conversation. Same around the food. Calories. It's also about sports, oh 
here's what I wrote in a tweet the other day, "Don't assume every man talks about 
sports and every woman doesn't."

Andrew: Yes, I can't talk to you about sports. One of the things that you say about, I 
tried. I tried learning about it just to have conversations, didn't work. But one of the 
things that you say is that of course when you go into big events, you're there to 
meet strangers, you want to get comfortable doing it. But in preparation for it, I really 
like this idea because it's something that's worked for me. You say go to places 
where strangers are encouraged to talk to you where it's easier, like the 
supermarket, the movie theater, you say out on the links, I'm not a golf player.

But here's what's worked for me: Going to a Banana Republic where the sales 
people are supposed to talk to me and just talking to stranger's and practicing 
there. Going to malls and go from store to store and just talk to strangers. I was 
really super shy but doing that made me so comfortable talking to strangers that 
then that momentum carried forward into events.

Susan: Well now you've heard out audience, you've heard proof. You know what 
I've also found? If you, sometimes talking to people in those incidental places . . .

Andrew: Mm-hmm.

Susan: . . . the supermarket, the places that we seem to be and always with a smile. 
You'll see the feedback on their faces and you'll hear what they'll say and then 
you'll realize you have made their day. You know how good that feels to you and I 
do this. I often will talk to senior citizens. Just because sometimes you might be the 
only person saying two words, they respond. I have learned phenomenal things 
because they'll tell me a story that I didn't know and I'll learn some history.



So, I think what you're saying with Banana Republic, how about this? We used to 
go to the coffee shops and talk to people but now everyone's looking at their 
phones. You know what we're missing? We're missing what you just said, that 
incidental informal conversation that happens. I'm going to say I've been in New 
York and I get lost. People on the subways are so helpful.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: Talk to them.

Andrew: And believe me. I go into coffee shops. They will put down their iPhones 
and iPads if I'm there starting a conversation with them. It's all about the practice. 
For me, practice, I remember going to Vegas like I said, there was a mall in Vegas. I 
went to every one of those stores and just talked to people and then when my 
brother and I had to go out at night I was in like, talking party mode. I was all so 
practiced I could talk to anyone. Alright.

Susan: That's it. That you [??] stayed in Vegas but you took the skill with you.

Andrew: All right, take that mom and let's go onto the next point because I think this 
is an important one. Start off right. So now we're telling people they should go to 
conferences, they should go to events and start talking to people. Big question is, 
what do you start to say when you walk to a stranger?

Susan: But you just start really incidental. Sometimes people [??]my name is [??] 
nice to meet you but really more casually, oh, hey. I see you're wearing that or hey, 
that's a great tie. What an amazing star for pin. Noticings. When people are wearing 
something interesting, they are inviting you to have conversation with them. I call 
that a gift of gab. So, really if you are observing and you're noticing and playing off 
of that even if it's a name tag that says from a city that you like or a city that you've 
heard of that has great ribs. Anything that you say.

Andrew: So, what do I say? If I notice that someone has say an interesting watch on 
like Steve Wozniak always has an interesting watch on or I see that they happen to 
come from an interesting place, Saskatchewan because it's kind of fun to say. What 
do I say with that? Do I just walk over and say, nice watch? Kind of cool that you're 
from Saskatchewan. What do I say?

Susan: Well, is it Saskatchewan, you know? That's a . . . what you just said.

Andrew: See I can't even pronounce it. What do I say?

Susan: What you just said. If you haven't been there just say, that's a province I've 



always wanted to visit or I have fun saying that. Is there a correct pronunciation or 
am I saying it correct?

Andrew: I see.

Susan: Really, sometimes it's the off the cuff. I think what happens is we sometimes 
think of oh, my God, what am I going to say that's brilliant? By that time the person's 
walked away and we've missed the opportunity.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: They've done research what they've found. You know what is the biggest 
conversation opener? A big smile and you are not going to believe these two 
words. Hi or hello. Now, for this generation might be hey.

Andrew: But I would feel a little bit uncomfortable. Now I'm walking over saying hi. 
The other person says hi. Now I got to talk. What do I say? You know what? Here's 
what's worked for me. Tell me if there are more ideas like this because I think this is 
a helpful path. I walk in and I say, "How did you find out about this event?"

I walk into a place and I say, Is this your first time at the event" or if it's for a 
conference chances are it's someone who's a blogger who organized the 
conference. I say, "How long have you been reading their site? What do you like 
about their site?" Something about where I am right now I ask them how they came 
across it or what they like about it. That's my hook.

Susan: That's exactly the best thing you could do. How did you hear about it? Is this 
your first time? Are you a member? Would you recommend this? I think if we link 
our questions and comments to where we are and what we have in common . . .

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: . . . we give people a context to have conversation with us, but asking only 
questions is not conversation. So what I suggest is always say, bring your oar, O-A-
R, observe, ask and reveal. So while you're asking questions if the person doesn't 
ask you questions because they might just be shyer than you are, offer how you 
heard about it, who told you about it, the people that you know. If you know that 
there's a speaker that you think would be great . . . you know, hey, I heard so and 
so speaking here. That would be one that you might be interested in. So . . .

Andrew: Got you.

Susan: . . . bring [??] and questions to an event. Bring information, bring yourself, 
and bring your stories. Let them get to know a little bit about you.



Andrew: Got you. All right, so I go to Chris Guillebeau's conference, World 
Domination Summit. I walk over. I see a room full of strangers. Or, actually in his 
case it's a zoo full of strangers because he rented a zoo.

I say what made you decide to come here, or how long have you been reading his 
site. They tell me the answer to that. I don't even wait for them to ask me a question, 
because they may not be asking me questions. I come back in and say hey, you 
know, I discovered him when Seth Godin linked to one of his eBooks because the 
eBook was so well designed. Don't you think that Chris designs everything 
beautifully like that sign back there [??]? Then, I continue from there.

Susan: That's perfect.

Andrew: Yeah? All right.

Susan: That's perfect. Sure, because what you're doing is you're saying something 
about yourself. You're also bringing in a third party who they most likely have heard 
of, Seth. Then, they can respond because they can respond to this, and why they're 
here, and a bit about Seth. Then, you can get off into this conversation of design.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: It can go any different number of ways. But, you help them.

Here's the other thing. Help people make conversation. When you give them a little 
bit, you don't know what the hook will be that will snare them in. Give them a little bit 
more. I know people, though, that'll say things like get to the point. I remember 
saying to someone if I knew the point I wouldn't have to have this conversation. 
Don't get to the point. Bring, like you did, a little bit more in so someone can find 
what interests them.

Andrew: How do I do that? How do I give them these nuggets to use to ask me 
questions or to be interested?

Susan: Well, one of the things is you could say what brought you there and why 
you happen to have been a fan of that blog.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: You could even bring in what you did that made you interested in the first 
place or who you heard about the blog from. Give them something. You could even 
say...



I don't know exactly where this conference was, but there's more than one occasion 
where I walked in saying the Golden Gate Bridge was so socked in with fog I didn't 
know I would even be able to find my way on the other end. You can actually even 
talk about the weather. Because guess what? That's what's happening to everyone 
there. Give people a little something. It's a little small. Focus it somewhat on 
business, but help broaden the conversation to pull them in. To do what? Make 
them comfortable.

Andrew: All right. Let's go to the next point, because what you just said here is 
causing me all kinds of anxiety. We're talking about small talk right now. You like 
small talk.

Susan: Oh, I love it.

Andrew: Why? When you were talking about the weather, you said tell them about 
the fog on the bridge. I thought oh now we're going to get sucked into a 
conversation about the weather. I don't want to hear them talk about the weather. 
But, that's intentional on your part, because you want to draw them out with 
something that they could talk about.

Susan: Right.

Andrew: I'm offering...

Susan: ...[??]...

Andrew: ...them a gimme, an easy.

Susan: Yeah, that's what it is. What you do to start is find the thing that has 
happening to everyone.

I once heard the research on CNN. The weather guy said oh we have one weather 
joke. And, they really do only have one. It was based on research of how you start 
conversations. One of the topics was the weather. Why? It's happening to 
everyone.

Your goal: make people comfortable. People walk into an event. They don't want to 
hear a thousand questions. They want to kind of get themselves oriented. What you 
have in common is the starting point. Should you stay on the weather the whole 
time? Only if you're at the convention of meteorologists.

Andrew: I see.

Susan: Otherwise, then move. You segue. You move. But, you do start with small 



talk.

Unfortunately, if we always denigrate small talk... I want to tell you, when I wrote 
'What Do I Say Next,' informal research, 100 great conversationalists, two very 
interesting points on the survey. One, not one of them denigrated small talk. They 
saw it as a way to get to know people. Two, of the 100 people I thought were great 
conversationalists, 75 percent said they were shy. But, they moved through it 
because they had to.

Andrew: All right. I feel bad about small talk because I feel like it's a waste of my 
time. But, you're telling me Andrew, it's no more waste of your time than stretching 
is when you want to run. You stretch to get comfortable, and then you go for a run. 

It's not that I care about the weather or their opinion about the weather, and I don't 
really, frankly, to be honest with you, even though I love them. It's I need to give 
them an opportunity to get comfortable talking to me. Give them something that 
allows them to chat. Then, we can transition to something that's more meaningful.

Susan: Exactly. The whole idea is you're developing relationships. Okay. Now, I'm 
going to go to this next point about conversation.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: We have a lot of questions we can ask people but if we're only asking 
questions, by the way that's not conversation. It's generally an interrogation and 
someone like me, you get to that . . . I'll give you a four question for tradition sake. 
When you get to that fifth question and you've brought nothing in about yourself, I'm 
going to go back to my Chicago self and say, hey, what's it to you? What are you 
picking my brain for?

So if you don't bring something of yourself in . . . so asking a lot of questions. You 
should have a lot of interesting questions in your mind in preparation, but if that's all 
you do that is not conversation. That does not build relationships.

Andrew: Alright. I do a lot of that. I am an interrogator and just because I do it by 
profession, I need to slow it down. What do I talk about that keeps things 
interesting?

Susan: Well, we live in a world with so many interesting things going on. First of all, 
if you're in an industry event . . .

Andrew: Mm-hmm.

Susan: . . . so much is going on in the industry. You could talk about the 



regulations. You could talk about the taxes. You could talk about the issues. You 
could talk about the latest eblast that they put out, who's been getting awards, 
whatever is happening. Maybe there's been a downturn in the industry. I noticed in 
the meeting planning industry there was a down turn now it's back up. The 
speaking industry. I once was a speaker. The name of the group was NAPA and I'm 
thinking, I don't live that far from there but it was like the National Asphalt 
Association of Asphalt Administrators. I don't even know what that was.

There's so much to talk about and I am going to share with all of us. We do need to 
be well read. I don't care if you read it online, on your phone, on your wristwatch 
because you're Dick Traci. If you just go through some of the top points, go to a 
curator, a [??]. I think I have the talk on the week, the daily beast. Some people do 
drudge. Pick up a couple of points of what's going on in your community, in your 
industry, in your world. You have something to talk about.

Andrew: Alright. Well, actually I don't know that what I'm reading is interesting 
enough. I feel like . . .

Susan: How would you know if you don't throw it out there?

Andrew: All right.

Susan: I know. It's like, I know. It's like, okay, we want to be so interesting and so 
clever . . .

Andrew: Yeah.

Susan: . . . and sound so brilliant, but you know what? Sometimes it's just really 
having the conversation where you find out that both of you lived on the same 
block. I went and spoke for Boeing. They were doing a leadership for some of their 
potential leaders. I did an exercise with them and we found out two of the 
engineers, PhD's, yes rocket scientists, grew up in the same community a block 
and a half from each other.

One went to Catholic school. One went to public school. They didn't know each 
other but they knew everybody that each other knew and that sounded great. I 
walked away thinking, how did you work together nine years and not have the 
conversation that figured that out. The conversation they started was about the 
crown molding in the room, go figure.

Andrew: I wish everyone was as good an interviewer as I was so that when I was 
out at parties they would ask me the kinds of questions that I would ask them and 
draw out and make me interesting.



Susan: A lot of people, in fact I've heard people say this in social and business 
situations, a lot of people don't ask a lot of questions but there is a way to frame it 
so that you could present the information. You know, I'm often asked, that's what we 
do at [inaudible 00:03:36]. You know, I'm often asked this and where you could 
share what you know. You are an interviewer by trade.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: A lot of people won't ask questions because they don't want to appear to be 
nosy, etc. and if we say, well, we're not interested then here's my other thought and 
I had someone at an event that I was speaking at said, Susan, I don't like to impose 
on. I don't like when people come up to me, so I don't want to do what I don't like. 
So, I don't want to impose on them and I want to say to them, really? Why didn't you 
stay home? You don't want to talk to people?

Andrew: Actually, I take it back. I do come up with stuff to say. What I'm looking for is 
more of a systemized way of knowing what to say. Like I have these systemized 
questions that are almost internally that I can start a conversation with a stranger 
with. I was in Cincinnati. I went to a conference. I didn't know anyone at this bar in 
the middle of nowhere that they decided to organize their party in. I walk right in like 
a host like you say. I asked people how they found out about it. I started talking and 
then the conversation went from there, but I don't know what I do after that.

What I'd like is some process that I could hand my audience and say, boom! Here, 
take this and this will tell you what to say after the first couple of questions and 
beyond that.

Susan: I think there are people that say that but here's what my thought is. When 
you are listening to what people are saying, I think it's an individual individualized 
package.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: You have to be thinking of what are they saying that I can take out and then 
if you want to segue the conversation, how you do that is within the context of the 
sentence you put in a phrase that you can launch something that if they're 
interested they can pick up and move on. That may not be of interest to them so you 
have to keep on doing it. I wish there was a system but there is one. Oh, I know 
what it is. It's called listening. People tell you what they want to talk about.

Andrew: Okay.

Susan: You may not want to talk about it with them, but if you want to get to know 
that person because there's another reason and they may have different interests, I 



think listening is the best system we have. Then what you hear is what you based 
your next question or comment on and let's just say you know nothing about it.

Andrew: Mm-hmm.

Susan: I can't tell you how much I've learned from people who know a lot about 
things I know a little. Think of it as a learning experience. It is a great movie called 
the Big Kahuna. Danny DeVito and I just forgot his name oh, Kevin Spacey. Two 
guys, they're at the hospitality room. We want to meet the Big Kahuna. We want to 
meet the Big Kahuna and they bring the scientist with them and he goes out on the 
floor, comes back. I met a nice man and he talked about his dog dying and I 
actually yelled at him. How could you talk about the dog when we're launching this 
product.

Well, I have his card. Turns out, coincidentally he was the Big Kahuna talking about 
his dog that died is what connected them, got them the sale. So, I think we have a 
lot of people with the mindset of drill, drill, drill and they're forgetting some time 
opening up.

Andrew: All right. Here's something that we can practice. We say practice your self-
introduction. I wish everyone would do this. How many times have I asked 
someone about themselves. I try not to ask people what do you do, but if it comes 
up they go into these long explanations that don't help me understand anything. 
What's a practice self-introduction?

Susan: Practice. There's three points to a self-introduction.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: And an event. It's not your one minute pitch because no one wants to listen 
to 60 seconds about you at a social situation especially if you have a beverage in 
your hand.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: First thing about it, it's seven to nine seconds. It's a pleasantry. 

Andrew: Mm-hmm.

Susan: Second thing is, it's keyed to that event so you could help the other person 
by giving them context for why you're there. The third part and I learned this from 
Patricia [??], Executive Speech Coach and phenomenal speaker. Instead of giving 
people your title which can be really boring, give them the benefit of what you do. If 
you can come up with the encapsulated benefit of what you do and even say it a 



little lightheartedly . . .

Andrew: Mm-hmm.

Susan: . . . you are helping people ask you the next question. They feel they started 
the conversation and you're in one [??].

Andrew: Can you give me an example?

Susan: Oh, sure. When I was writing "What Do I Say Next", I was writing in a coffee 
shop. It's mandatory in Lauren and one day someone was sitting in my seat, so I 
couldn't write and I saw this guy there every morning, 7:30.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: I went over to him. I said, "What do you do?" He gave me the best. He 
looked at me dead pan and said, Susan, I help rich people sleep at night. So, 
naturally I thought he was a pharmacist but the reality is, he said, he's a financial 
analyst, financial planner but what he did is by giving me that he pulled me in and 
gave me something to ask him a question about. It was brilliant and that's what we 
need to do. Give people seven to nine seconds that little benefit that allows them to 
ask the next question that intrigues them but if you just say your title, that's not so 
intriguing.

Andrew: So, can you give me those . . . I tend to unprocess things when I see them. 
Let me go to the board here. Can you give me those three sections?

Susan: Absolutely. First is self-introduction, is seven to nine seconds.

Andrew: Okay.

Susan: It's a pleasantry.

Andrew: Oh, look. You can see everything above there. Yes, seven to nine 
seconds. Ah-huh.

Susan: The second is that you key it to the event at hand.

Andrew: Okay. I'm typing in the wrong places here. Key it to the event at hand, yes.

Susan: And then the third. Instead of your title give the benefit of what you do.

Andrew: All right. Let me make that a little bit bigger.



Susan: Especially when this is a business event and you might even be open to 
looking for new positions to go to. Give the benefit of your expertise.

Andrew: Okay. Actually, keep to the event. How do I do that at a conference? How 
do I do that at a meet up?

Susan: Keeping to the event is why you're at the meet up. What brings you to this 
particular meet up? There are like, 30 meet-ups going on in San Francisco.

Andrew: Yes, I know it.

Susan: Yes. Why are you there instead of somewhere else?

Andrew: Okay.

Susan: What brings you there?

Andrew: All right. Let's go back to the big board.

Susan: [??] that sounds like we're on TV.

Andrew: I'm sorry?

Susan: No, that sounds like we're on TV. That's fun.

Andrew: I know. I like that. I play here like I'm on regular TV.

Susan: That's good.

Andrew: Take risks.

Susan: Yes.

Andrew: What's a risk I could take at a party?

Susan: Well, first of all every time we walk into a room full of people we don't know, 
we are risking. We are risking egos because here is the fear. You're going to go up 
to someone and talk to them and they're going to either give you the look or the 
stare like who cares. You're not that important. I'm not interested.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: I'm not interested in hearing about the weather. I'm not interested in why 
you came here. I'm not interested in anything you have to say, so really we risk our 



egos. That's the absolute first and that's one of the reasons that I wrote How to Work 
a Room. We don't go over to strangers. We don't want to give them the opportunity 
to throw us out of the conversation or to make us feel belittled.

Andrew: Yeah.

Susan: Then it really is a risk.

Andrew: That's the big one that I think of.

Susan: Yeah.

Andrew: Is there anything more risky that we could do? Let me see. You once went 
into an elevator and you saw three strangers.

Susan: Oh, that's my best story.

Andrew: What happened?

Susan: I went into . . . I just was in New York. I had just finished a talk for Time 
Warner. Walked into this tiny little elevator and I faced three strangers in a tiny 
elevator. I was starved so I was on my way to the Carnegie Deli for a corned beef, 
so I didn't know what to do. So, I just said to them, "Are we all going to the Carnegie 
Deli for a corned beef" and then I said, "And heartburn", but I didn't put that in the 
book.

It started a conversation and we got out of the elevator and we started to talk and it 
turns out they were all friends and they were all in PR and one of the gentlemen 
happened to be working at Comedy Central and he gave me his card and I went, 
"oh, my goodness". This was if not when he is as popular as he is now. I said, 
"Comedy Central. One of my favorite stations. I watch South Park and I'm a fan of 
Jon Stewart. Oh, my God. I love Jon Stewart" and he said well, the next time you 
come let me know and I'll get you a priority pass to his audience.

Andrew: I see.

Susan: Sure enough, that happened. So, you know what? You never know if you 
walk into a . . . if you walk into an elevator and do your elevator speech, I would like 
to tell you don't. Do something impromptu off the cuff. Say something, but now 
here's the other caveat and I wrote this in the book. Sometimes you walk into an 
elevator and you think, oh, my God. This is my opportunity but if you listen to the 
conversation it is not your opportunity. You will be interfering and you will annoy 
people.



So, what you have to do is read that tiny little room and make sure that what you 
have to say will not be considered not only inappropriate but interfering.

Andrew: Okay, good point. Onto the next. Use charm and chutzpah.

Susan: Yes.

Andrew: You have a couple of examples of charm in the book. Let's see which one 
we should . . . is there one that you can give us as an example?

Susan: There's so many. I think, first of all let's define it. Charm is just something 
that you can't put your hands around, you know it. It's like that porno definition. 
When someone's charming what do they do? They make us feel comfortable.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: They have good manners. They never are off putting. They never put us on 
the spot. They make us feel welcome. They have a smile. They're engaging. 
They're embracing. That's charm. They can spill soup on you, but they recover 
enough that you don't even mind. The person that has chutzpah, it has to be in 
combination with his charm because if you have too much chutzpah as my 
grandmother would have said, that would be a terrible thing. It has to be balanced, 
but the charm . . . well, let's just say, recently Nelson Mandela. What they're saying 
about him is that they saw the leader but the of great humor, the man who put 
people at east on so many levels.

Andrew: How do you do it? How do you get to be . . . What do you do to be 
charming?

Susan: Well, number one, I try to be a little more vulnerable. Here's what I tell my 
audiences.

Andrew: Mm-hmm.

Susan: Bring who you are to what you do. So when you walk into that room and this 
might give you a little extra confidence, put your favorite grandparent on your left 
shoulder. Put your favorite aunt, the person who thinks that you can no wrong.

Andrew: Got you.

Susan: Walk in with that person. On the other hand, if you put that favorite 
grandparent on your shoulder and you walk in a room, don't do anything that they 
would say, "Tsk, tsk, tsk. What were you thinking?"



It's a wonderful guide, but the charming people, the focus is not on themselves. The 
focus is on what can I do to make you have a good time? What can I do to make 
you feel at ease? What could I do to make you feel welcome?

Andrew: But then those people are often obsequious. I know that someone is going 
to listen to that, and they're going to come to me at a party and say, "Well, Andrew, 
what do you need? Can I get you any water? Do you need another drink? I know 
you like whiskey. There's a good whiskey over here."

That's a little too much. That's not charming. That's overbearing. How do we give 
enough guidance that someone could...That I could go and be charming? I would 
like to be more charming. I'd like the person listening to me to thank me for putting 
you on and say, "I can't believe it. Now I'm charming because you put Susan on."

Susan: You know what? If that were only the case. The truth is, there are people 
who in a room they say all the right things, and they're still nails on a chalkboard. 
It's not just about saying the right thing, it's how you comport yourselves so it feels 
like it's -- I can't believe I'm using this word -- authentic. Just saying the words 
doesn't mean anything. People can read and tell if you actually mean them. Start 
with saying them, but also practice saying them in front of a mirror and see if you 
believe yourself.

If you are constantly at a person...I know someone -- boy, would I like to say her 
name, but I can't -- says all those right things, but none of it rings true. What we 
want, and that's maybe the lesson of a charming person, no matter what they do, it 
rings true.

Andrew: I see. So the person who really wants to get me all those drinks and all the 
everything else, they're not...If they really sat and were aware of their truth, they'd 
realize, "I just want to be liked right now." That's the truth, not that "I want to get you 
a drink."

Susan: If someone want to get you a drink and they know your favorite bourbon, let 
them buy you a drink. But if the person that's constantly doing it...Don't do overkill. 
Don't overwork a room. Be in the room. Make nice in the room. I once had an old 
friend from Chicago say to me, "They gave your book the wrong title." "Really? 
What should they have called it?" "How to Make Nice in a Room."

That's what you're talking about, because nice leads to business contacts. Nice 
leads to exchange of information. Nice leads to the relationships where people feel 
comfortable recommending and referring to you. Competent too, but nice where 
other people feel at ease around you.

Andrew: Alright, on to the Big Board because we're very professional over here. 



The next one is Practice the Handshake, and then we've got one other one we're 
going to talk about. Here's something that I notice the politicians do. I think you're 
going to catch what they're doing. I could find any number of politicians who do this. 
What's going on here? You know what I'm looking at.

Susan: I see. Let's point out the positive. It's a web-to-web handshake. That's what 
politicians know. It's not...

Andrew: What does web-to-web mean?

Susan: You give them grip. You don't give them mealy, eww, jellyfishy or too much 
of a clench on the hand. The President goes over and he taps them on the arm. I 
think that's what you're saying. That, for some people, is an extension of being 
warm. Some people would say that's a power play.

Other people will say when you really want to show your power, you put your hand 
over the handshake because that shows you're more important. I think we play a lot 
of handshake games. I think the resident...At the time he was the President. He is 
the person in power. When I saw it, I thought it was a warm greeting. I don't think it 
was a planned...

Andrew: I don't think it was a power play, but it's habitual it feels like with politicians. 
What you're saying is web-to-web means all the way through, and as long as I'm 
doing the handshake... You're a toucher, so maybe a touch on the arm... Here, let 
me if I stand up... Hand like this, and then...Wait, now you can see that I leave this 
unbuttoned.

Susan: [laughs] Yeah, I'm not getting up either.

Andrew: I only pretend to be on television. Usually, I'm sitting here in a t-shirt, and I 
say "I've got to look nice." I put a shirt on, but I don't button it all the way. But here, 
we'll tilt in down here is what you're saying. Put the hand out, and then the other 
one touches, or maybe I've even seen them clasp this way.

Susan: Yes, but I think it has to come from "Is this feeling right for this situation?"

Andrew: I see.

Susan: I'm from Chicago. I come from ethnically a long line of touchers. I've had to 
watch my touching, because in these politically correct, et cetera, am I being 
inappropriate? So I watch it. But if I have to think about it too much, that's a whole 
lot more thinking than I'm will to do for just a hello.

I think if you what comes naturally, but you get your cues from other people. By the 



way, there are some people that their "Hello" is 18 inches from you, and there are 
other people where it's 8 inches from you. Pay attention.

Andrew: Alright, finally. We have gone through this conversation at an event. 
Everything's good. It's time for us to move on. How do we get out but not make it 
awkward and not make the other person feel like we don't like them anymore?

Susan: That's the number one question I'm asked. Everyone wants that James 
Bond button at the bottom that they could just push and eject people from the 
conversation.

Andrew: Yes, what do you do?

Susan: That's not going to work. What we have to do is have a couple of exit 
strategies in mind. Number one, people come to these meet-ups, they come to 
these conventions, to meet a number of people. What you do is when you see that 
they're becoming a little impatient or they need to see someone, read their body 
language, but also know that it's time to move on. You are not hurting their feelings. 
If you notice this, you're actually helping them because they are probably a little 
less adept at exiting.

What you do is you interrupt yourself, not them. You put out your hand, because 
that also indicates a close of a conversation. "Hey, it was great to talk to you about 
the price of gasoline dropping in three of the five top states where it was costly." I'm 
just making that up.

What you do if you take a couple of words and summarize what you talked about, 
they will then know you were listening to the conversation and not planning your 
grocery list or next IPO in your head. You've done that. "It was great talking to you 
about..." You summarize. If you want to exchange cards, whether you do it with your 
mobile or an actual card, "Oh, do you have a card?"

I had someone say to me, straight to my face, "Yes." I'm standing here like an idiot. 
You said "yes." How about giving me a card? I later said to him, "How come you did 
that to me?" He said, "You didn't ask for one." Please don't do what he did. Let's not 
play card games with people. "Do you have a card?" "Yes."

Now what if the person hasn't asked you for yours? You could say, and this is 
where I'd like to emphasize nothing will fail us if we use good manners. "May I offer 
you one of mine?" The person might toss it, but very rarely will someone say, "Oh, 
actually, no I'm not a bit interested," unless they are completely off the social radar. 
See what...

Andrew: You're saying the part I interrupt is I'm talking and then I say, "You know 



what, actually, I've got to interrupt myself and do..." What? Here's what I say. I say, 
"I've got to go and say..." Actually, what do I say? It's so tough. You tell me, 
because...

Susan: [laughs] Go.

Andrew: I think what I say is "I'm going to go grab a drink. Let's talk in a little bit." Or 
I'll even come out and say, "We spent so much time talking here because I love 
talking to you, but we should go and meet other people. I'm going to go grab a 
drink, and let's chat later on." What do I say?

Susan: I have a friend that does this. She will say someone, "I'm having such a 
great time talking to you, I could monopolize your time all night, but I know other 
people are going to want to meet you, and you're here to meet other people." 
Similar to what you said.

Andrew: Yes.

Susan: I know people that said, "Oh my God, I could never say that." You say what's 
comfortable for you. When you've show up at an event, you're implicitly saying "I 
came here to meet people." So if someone talks to you, makes you feel 
comfortable, and then recognizes that it's time to move on, that's wonderful. If you 
pull off that, Andrew, that's really probably the best thing you can say.

Andrew: Just be that. Move in and say it, and it's...

Susan: I had one woman, she was great. She happened to be 92 at a speech I was 
giving. She said, "Excuse me. I must go mingle." At 92, she could say whatever she 
wanted, but that was it. We were happy to see her be able to walk around the room. 
But say that. Say to the people, "Do you have a card? I so enjoyed talking to you." 
By the way, this is the follow-up savvy networking tip. If you said to someone, "Hey, 
I'll send you the URL to that article."

Follow-up is key. When you get back to your office and home, do everything you 
said you were going to do when you said you were going to do it.

Andrew: Okay, all right. It's been great talking to you. I've got to give you time to go 
talk to other interviewers. Thank you for doing this.

I'm kidding around here. Actually, that is one thing that I say. Here's another thing 
that I say. I will not end it so abruptly. Instead, I'll say I've got to run, but let me ask 
you one other question because I've been so curious about it. I've got to run, and 
then I give you one other opportunity to talk so that you have the last word and I'm 
not just disappearing on you all the sudden.



Susan: That's excellent. That actually is excellent. I would say to all our listeners 
that's wonderful. I would underscore that.

In fact, I'm going to quote you in the next book on that one for no royalties 
whatsoever. But, I just have to ask you one more question. That makes people feel 
important that you're listening, that you care, and that you are not just running off.

Andrew: Yeah.

Susan: I want to give you, for those people that have other things, here's how you 
do when you exit. When you leave someone walk a quarter of the room away. If 
you stand in the same physical area it does look like you're turning your back. So, if 
you walk over to another person standing alone or a group of three or four that 
makes more sense.

But, there's another exit. You may see someone. You could turn to the person 
you're talking to who his alone and say hey, I see Joe, and I haven't seen him in a 
while. Would you like to come over and meet them? That's called the bring along.

Andrew: Okay.

Susan: If you help someone expand their network, especially someone who's 
alone, very memorable.

Andrew: All right. I picked out just a handful of ideas from the book that has so 
many more. If anyone wants to follow up and read it, as we said, there it is being re-
released, "How to Work a Room." And, the website, of course, let's bring that back 
up, too, just your name.

Susan: Just my name, Susan RoAne. Actually, we even have the URL 
howtoworkaroom, too. It'll go right to the same place.

Andrew: Oh, you do?

Susan: Yeah.

Andrew: That's really good. I also have andrewwarner.com. They're very tough to 
get these days, to get your actual name. You have to jump on it.

Susan: I've got to tell you. I jumped on it 16 years ago. I'm like in my fifth iteration of 
a website and pictures. That's the other thing, touched up pictures. That works 
really well.



Andrew: Good move. I ended up paying $1,000 for andrewwarner.com. And, I had 
to have a previous girlfriend go get it for me so it wouldn't come from Andrew 
Warner trying to buy andrewwarner.com. And $1,000 is cheap.

Susan: Oh, I know someone who actually sold a URL for a million bucks and 
bought a home in La Jolla.

Andrew: Who?

Susan: Yes, he was one of these people buying URL's years ago. Sold it for a 
million bucks to the person who actually should have it, and bought a home in La 
Jolla.

Andrew: What's the URL?

Susan: You know what? I think it was his name that was the name of someone else 
very famous.

Andrew: Wow.

Susan: That was it, yeah. See? Now, I just want to say, listen to what Andrew and I 
just did. Off the side we had a sidebar conversation that could be considered small 
talk, but we found we had something interesting in common where he revealed a 
little more. I didn't know that. I was like oh my God if someone would only offer me 
money for my...

See? That's how conversations start. In your responses you have a great laugh and 
a great smile. I see your smile and I go oh he thinks I'm funny. First of all, then, I 
think you're brilliant. Then, you have this connection. That's what this is all about, 
connections.

Andrew: Well, it's great to meet you. Thank you so much for being here. As I said, I 
read your book years ago, and I'm glad to introduce it to my audience. Thank you 
all for being a part of it. Bye, everyone.


